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Suppl. Table 2. p53 status of nutlin-3-adapted sub-lines of the p53 wild-type RITA-adapted 
UKF-NB-3 sub-line UKF-NB-3rRITA10µM. 
 
Cell line 
 
 
p53 status 
 
UKF-NB-3rRITA10µM 
 
 
wild-type 
UKF-NB-3rRITA10µMNutlin10µMI 
 
N239D (heterozygote) 
UKF-NB-3rRITA10µMNutlin10µMII 
 
wild-type 
UKF-NB-3rRITA10µMNutlin10µMIII 
 
C277F (heterozygote) 
UKF-NB-3rRITA10µMNutlin10µMIV 
 
R280I (heterozygote) 
UKF-NB-3rRITA10µMNutlin10µMV 
 
wild-type 
UKF-NB-3rRITA10µMNutlin10µMVI 
 
C277F (heterozygote) 
 
